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iron monster is a weapon you can purchase in the game, as well as many other upgrades. you can
increase your stats, like damage, damage per second, accuracy, and other similar stats. buy

upgrades to make your iron monster stronger. the iron monster is not the only upgrade you can
purchase. other upgrades include things like a better sniper rifle, new disguises, and more. the iron

monster is the core of the game, and the strongest and most powerful weapon. the first step to
unlocking weapons and equipment in hitman 3 is completing level mastery. each level can be
completed 3 times, which adds up to a total of 60 mastery points. the next step is to complete

missions in that level. each mission can be completed once, which adds up to a total of 30 mastery
points. after youve amassed the needed mastery points, youll receive weapons and equipment by
completing the missions in each level. the following are some of the weapons and equipment you

can unlock in hitman 3 by completing the missions in the levels. the first challenge, assault on cham,
requires you to eliminate the three snipers with the m18 and m56 rifles. you must do this without
being seen by the guard on the right and without killing any civilians. you have a time limit of two
minutes. once youve acquired the needed points, climb the stairs near the sniper and use the lift.

the next challenge, assault on soho, requires you to eliminate the target near the right and the three
guards on the left. you must do this without being seen by the guard near the left and without killing
any civilians. you have a time limit of three minutes. once youve acquired the needed points, climb

the stairs near the target and use the lift.
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the challenge system in the game has been built on the basis of the tutorial in the game. just like in
the tutorial, you have to find the next challenge through your notebook. there are three different

challenges in the game, the first is simple and the second is time based challenge. the third
challenge is the hardest in the game and it is related to your best score. to find a challenge, you

need to click on it in the notebook. in order to find the best time to complete a challenge, you need
to choose the challenge with time based. you can check your progress in the notebook. there are

two options in the notebook. in the first tab, you can find the best score, the second tab is related to
your current best score. after finding the best time to complete the challenge, you need to click on it

in the notebook. you have to eliminate the targets for scoring. for scoring, you need to find the
target for elimination. you can collect the bonus by finding the target. in order to find the target you
need to find the target in the notebook. if you want to get the bonus more, you need to complete the

challenge more than one time. after completing the challenge you will get a message in the game
and your score will be added in the best score. if you are having hard time to complete a mission and

you are looking for the best time to complete the mission then you can check best time website. it
has a simple interface, you just need to enter the mission name, the deadline, and the number of

attempts. you can select the challenge according to your difficulty level. you can also select the level
of difficulty, the bonus and the order of elimination. after choosing the challenge you will get the

best time for that mission. 5ec8ef588b
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